Evelyn Leibovitch’s birthday by Irv & Sandy Zipperstein, Ed & Roberta Zawatsky

In memory of

Vitek Cagigol by Paul, Ellie, Joey & Matthew Schaffer, Agnes Cagigol
Frances Weil by Lynn Manfell
Gertrude Jaffe by Ed & Roberta Zawatsky

Speedy Recovery to

Eddie Katz by Judy Schwartzman
Cindy Burick by Irv & Sandy Zipperstein

Kitchen Fund - New Building

In honor of

Steven & Penney Fraim’s Jewish wedding by Jean Isenberg
Ezra & Ritala Isaac’s Jewish wedding by Jean Isenberg

In memory of

Frances Weil by Dennis & Linda Patterson, Cindy Ellison
Norman Froiken by Ann Lehrer

In the Bet Abraham Family

Thanks for the following special contributions

Kiddush

January 17 – The Kiddush was sponsored by Judy & Ellen Schwartzman in honor of Evelyn Leibovitch’s special birthday

Congratulations to those celebrating birthdays and anniversaries in February

Birthdays

1 Mrs. Gertrude Kohn 19 Mr. Farley Frydman
1 Mrs. Kay Lewis 21 Cantor Joyce Dumschien
2 Mrs. Carmen Appel 22 Dr. David Joffe
2 Mrs. Darlene Gutmann 24 Michelle Pinsky
5 Mr. Alan Chesin 24 Mr. Oscar Soifer
10 Mrs. Eleanor Zwellinger 26 Mr. Robert Burick
10 Mrs. Helen Jacobson 26 Mr. Louisa Dreyz
13 Mrs. Amy Frydman 26 Mrs. Phyllis Ross
13 Mrs. Ann Liberman
14 Mr. Ted Cooper

Anniversaries

15 Mr. Steven Schoemann 9 Russell and Betty Remick
17 Dr. Cheryl Levine 11 Victor and Eleanor Zwellinger
18 Mrs. Eleanor Bernstein 25 Gary and Annette Goodman
19 Mrs. Bari Blumhof

We record with deep sorrow the passing of

Gertrude Jaffe

We welcome new members

Lisa Braverman
Lauren Braverman

SPEEDY RECOVERY TO

Mrs. Bernice Brant by Ann Lehrer

RABBI’S DISCRETIONARY FUND

In honor of

Irvin Zipperstein’s second Bar Mitzvah by Steve & Bari Blumhof, Sandy Harrison, Philip & Louise Dreety, Henry & Barbara Guggenheimer
Rabbi Barsky by Edie & Soil Katz, Michael & Ellen Leffka, Beatrice Cowan, Gary & Lisa Sandler
Ezra & Ritala Isaac’s Jewish wedding by Steven & Penney Fraim
Jeff Roberts’s participation in Jewish wedding by Steven & Penney Fraim
Evelyn Leibovitch’s birthday by Rebecca Leftoff, David & Joan Marcus

SPEEDY RECOVERY TO

Benjamin Gutmann by Larry, Florence & Elliot
Eddie Katz by Larry, Florence & Elliot

RITUAL FUND

In honor of

Irvin Zipperstein’s second Bar Mitzvah by Si & Dorothy Engelhardt
Gertrude Jaffe by Robert Weilman

SHEVAT

Dora Abrams
Dov Baer Block
Emma Field
Harry Mannison
Mitchel Vangrove
Jack H. Garber
Ben Katz
Sylvia Lobovich
Charles Lapinisky
Sadie Mardy
Berta Moscovich
Elizabeth Niren
Belle Press
Sal Dube
Herbert Ezekeil
Roy Harlan
Marilyn Kuhn
William Lis
Hyman Schear
Jennie Weine
Pearl Wollin
Lucy Holzinger
Alan Horwitz
Lillian Lehrer
Mr. Bertram Plotnick
Rose Simon
Frieda Zuman
Jennie Auerbach
Louis Carne
Joseph Herzberg
Marla Isacson
Sophye Moskowitz-Locke
David Davidson
Henry Kranashl
Bennett Neiman
Bebe Gross Perigeb
Margaret Rosenblum
Alan Jeffrey Schneider
Max Schenaomon
Matilda Spurling
Lena Tannenbaum
Celia Auerbach
Sara Goldstein
Myer Coplen
Sarah Goodwin
Sarah Lesser
Saul Schwartz
Yetta Banks
Joanna Blake
Frances Canux
Eugene Dunske
Israel Frew
Kate Kahn
Thelma Kronish
Morris London
Sarah Miller
Hinettia Waldum
Norman H. Greenberg
Julie Halman
Jacquie Kahn
Emanuel Landau
Bella Polouchka
Dr. Nathan Reingold
Morris Speigel

Fannie Yanishefsky
Vera Bishop
Steve Duberstein
George Ehrleman
Ishar L. Jacobson
Albert C. Bessel
Leah Firenstein
Fannie Haskin
Pual Sands Katz
Leslie M. Merson
Leah Solomon
Rosi Zawatsky
Michael Ezekeil
Ester Mann
Wolfe Ramirez
Gayle Kuhl Sharpe
Harry Sherman
Theodore Aronovitz
Clara E. Greene
Isaac Kraytov
Julius Simon
Abraham Frost
Max Kantowitz
Chaya Shira Larrison
Paul Lehman
Martha Shear
Abraham Shulby
Jacob Sivitz
Meyer Susman
Sidney S. Dunn
Belle Grossman
Benjamin Handler
Rachel Heller
Hyman Kisch
Bradley Joseph Levin
Sozomen Moskowitz
Arthur Rosenblum
Rayel Tracht
Aaron E. Shuman
Mary Zidel
Harry Berkwitz
Rose Chuler
Ruth Joffe
Fannie L. Kahn
Lila Klein
Louis Brotman
Juda M. Polischn
Steve Duberstein
Meyer Sussman
Jacob Sivitz
Moses Sivitz

YAHREZITS

This list represents yahrzeits for the month of February (Shevat-Arad) as listed in Bet Abraham’s database.
If we have missed a name, please call the synagogue office at 293-9520 and let us know so we can update our records.

This February (Shevat-Arad) we remember:

Jacob Dubro
Abe Dyskow
Isadore Gladman
Pearl Kent
Herschel Lipton
Rabbi Pider
Pauline Resler
Edith Feldman
Lena Gaikoff
Celia Gershon
Nathan Kastan
Morris Kasten
Max Krueger
William Mitz
Joseph Rosenblat
Nate Silverston
LeAnne and Helen Wasserman
Morris Zelman
Miriam Berton
Mildred Byrne
Ben D. Cohen
Mille Friedman
Dr. Irving Hellman
Ike Jacobson
Andrew D. Kaplan
Joseph Lapinsky
Rose Cohen Levin
Rae Meilman
Minnie Schwartz
Philip Stutman
Beth Ann Wynn
Simon Zawatsky

ADAR

Sascha Adler
Max Burgman
Ruth Altman
Alfred Engelhardt
Alvin Goodman
Edward L. Kahn
Jack Hershel Levinson
Fannie Einhorn
Benjamin Fouldler
Samuel Foreman
Miran Rubin
Aaron David Shulman
Rebecca Hillerson
Sam Levine
Emanuel Landau
Rebecca Hillerson
Sandy Zipperstein, Ed & Roberta Zawatsky

Donations Continued from page 2

High Holidays by Andrew & Paul Schwartz
Sohn’s Brith by Andrew & Paul Schwartz

In memory of

Arthur Rosenbaum by Barbara Rosenbaum & family
Jayne Friedman by Beatrice Cowan
Erica Schwab by Helmut Schwab
Tali Arronowitz by Matthew & Elaine Arronowitz
France Wolf by Matthew & Elaine Arronowitz, Judy Schwartzman
Bzen Rosen by Stanford & Phyllis Rosen
Gertrude Feldman by Stanford & Phyllis Rosen
Rose Rosen by Stanford & Phyllis Rosen
Annette Cohen by Jerome Cohen
Joseph Leibovitch by Judy Schwartzman
Mary Klink Feldman by Margaret Feldman
Jean Zellman by Rae Wolfe
Gertrude Jaffe by Ed & Roberta Zawatsky
Sam Jaffi by Florence Lichtman
Albert L. Miller by Mr. & Mrs. Jaime Miller
Gerald Wilks by Theodora Fish
Phyllis Charne by Larry Carmine
Basis Cohen by Bennie Cohen
Nicholas Rubin by Diane Williams
Meyer Dreety by Philip & Louise Dreety
Society L. Gabe by Martin & Bernie Gable
Anonymous by Albert & Barbara Sokol
Julian & Matilda Spurling by David & Joan Marcus
Johanna Husz by Steve & Sandy Schoeneman
Rose Amrovnitz by Robert Weilman
Claire Green by Robert Weilman

Sam & Sadie Berman Candy Fund

In memory of

Leo Berman by David & Clara Hochstein

CONTRIBUTIONS (cont’d.)

by Jean Isenberg
In memory of
by Judy Schwartzman
by Dennis & Linda Patterson, Cindy Ellison
by Irv & Sandy Zipperstein

by Steve & Sandy Schoeneman
by Bzi Shaplin & Michael Hochstein

by Steve & Bari Blumhof, Sandy Harrison, Philip & Louise Dreety, Henry & Barbara Guggenheimer
by Edie & Soil Katz, Michael & Ellen Leffka, Beatrice Cowan, Gary & Lisa Sandler
by Steven & Penney Fraim
by Steven & Penney Fraim
by Steven & Penney Fraim
by Steven & Penney Fraim
by Steven & Penney Fraim
by Steven & Penney Fraim